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Data*. Difficulties In tftaaiaslon i
The most important contribution of the
prose kavyas of the period to the history of ancient India
is the geographical inforoption which they afford us. True
to the dictum that literature reflects the life in general
and

the contemporary culture In particular, the oros *-kavyas

of the period under study mirror the

country in which t e/

were written. They afford us a gliaps of the geographical
extent and natural 4 territorial

divisions of the country,

its mountains and oceans forests and rivers. It is here that
prose-writers can be credited with having geographical data
in a very real sense by undertakjJd^pi^ the original survey
of the place-names in vast-area of the country. The reason for
such richness of geographical data in the works, is due to
the fact that place names fora an integral part

of the

description which is the object of every writer of nroso-kavyas.
An analytical approach to the place names

and various horizons

reveals to us many a forgotten chapter of history
ement on land. As such the contributions which

and settl

prose writers

make In this respect through their poetic expositions possess
abiding historical value.
Such being the case, a study of the geographical
in prose-kavyas on the other hand, is beset with many
difficulties. First of these, is the uncertain and conventional
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character of the prose writer's geography, the early
geography of India
history, thus,

shares mu Oh of obscurity of the early

Geograrhical uncertainty

has lead to

the

historical uncertainty, the employment for modem names by
a kind of literary licence for which it Is difficult to find
an appropriate name called conventional has

made the problem

very complicated. When for instance Baha In the Harsacarita
1

_

calls Ehaskarvarman , ruler of prngjyotlsa, there can be
little abdout that he was
perfectly intelligbie

expressing himself in a way

to his

contemporaries, but he could

hardly have adopted the then accepted designation of the
oountry which is

now called Assam, for that was known as

2

Kaarupa to Bana's contemporary Hiun Thsang, The Chinese
traveller in the seventh century and is mentioned under
3
that name in an incrlptlon of the 4th century A.D.
The use of the
carlta is
in the

name Videha in the ^asakumara-

probably quite similar, if ifendln wrote his work

8th century A.£. as its style shows.
The frequent oecuranee of the ^amo name in

respect of places, mountains and the like in the various
parts of the country, is also the cause of obscurity and
difficulty. The difficulty is still
uncertainty of

the mode owing to the

date. The context s metises decides Kosala

in the Buddhistic Suttas, in the northern country in the
,
4
Dasakumabacarlta, it is the Southern.
The love of synomyms of the prose-writers has
made the discussion of geographical data some what difficult.
1. HC. ^ '/£
&
2, Beal,lUddhlst Records of the Western Wbrld(BitWW) Boston,18B5,
Volume XI,p.196.
3.SUndra Qupta. CIIj III-Ho. 1,1.22.
4. Weber Ind. Stre I.p.312$Pischel-3rhgarakllka.Kiel. If* 6.
Introd. p. 13. Quoted by M. Collins in QJfcU)
3
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Rie to this practice, we

not only find the same

name in different places unintelligible through

confusing

phenomenon, tout different names are used frequently for the
same place, tribe or natural feature, thus for instance we
meet with Kusuapura toy the side of Pusjiapidra, i»akranrastha

S

1

by the side of Tndernrastha.
the traditional element in

Geography

preponderating

In the writers of the prose kavyas of the period is a further
disturbing element. Wames appear to be handed down

frota

author to author and used without any regard to the exl stance
of the places and peoples concerned and the geographical
fancies of the early age are similarly propagated from
generation to generation and sometimes find their way centuries

6
later into the sober pages of tec nical literature. For
instance the nine f Id division of Shartavarsa, given in the
third book of Vignu Puraha, is repeated to the later as
the

15th century by the Astronomer Bhaskaracarya in his
^

7

Siddharijfiromani and

*

—.

—

the Geographical section of V’anthamihira*s

Brhatsamhlta* book XIV.

The writ r of the prose kavyas follows

t

the tradition in right spirit.

This has made the

problem

8
much difficult.
Wo regards has been siown by the prose-writers
of the period to the distinction between real and mythological
or fabulous

geography. Some time a broad line of demarcation

between the two is wholly disregarded. For instance when
Iferoasara in Baafeumaraearita is

said t > retire to the

5. 4.Collins GJDHDjp.R
6. Ibid.
7. Tr.L. Milkinson. Bib. Ind. Calcutta 1861 p. 120.
8. 2)p. Fleet. Tnd. Art, XXVII.
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mountain of Kubera i.e. Kallasa, to
doubt

the Himalayas are meant

practice austeries. No

tie mountains but the name

is nevertheless purely mythical. In this Particular case we
f nd ourselves once again in peculiar position (foe to the
9
traditional bias of Hindu mind, Similarly peculiar and
fabulous notions have been embodied in phrases like Slddhas,
Yaksa
s

and Kinuars etc.

10

A comparative and historical study of the geography
of classical prose-writers of the period reveals a close
agreement. Among the various writers under out study with
regard to the conception of different geographical units
and divisions of the ancient Bharata. The broad similarly of
geographical units and divisions in the descriptions of

the

prose kavyas points to tV« fact that geograohical names were
seldom disturbed in those days, even though changes took
place quite frequently in the political field. A good number
of old geographical names are still current either in
ldentica^form or in slighly changed form, in modern names,
facilitating us to identify the ancient places.
But in spite of the above mentioned difficulties,
wcjhope to form a general outline if the

topography of the

land by asserting out the data at hand and corroborating
it wlthother evidences, as and when available.
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